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Name: D. Smith                                                                                  Date: 09-20-12

Site name: Friends of the Golden Gate

Page title: Golden Gate Home Page                                                   Filename:  index.html                                   

Wireframe (everything specific to this page; common navigation elements optional)

Background color (name and/or hexadecimal value): cream (#FFFCCC)

Heading texts (fonts, styles, borders, margins, alignment, padding, colors): Arial, 18 points, bold, left-aligned, 6 pixel 
padding on top and bottom, black text.

Body texts (fonts, styles, borders, margins, alignment, padding, and colors): Body - Times New Roman, 11 points, left 
aligned, black text. Link Body - Times New Roman, 10 points, left aligned, dark brown text, underlined.

Description (what happens on the screen, such as order of display, text, and animation steps): The navigation buttons 
will all turn a shade lighter when a site visitor rolls the pointer over one of them. When the pointer is not over any of 
the navigation buttons, they all display the same darker color.

Navigation (button or link names and destinations):

Home: Goes to index.html, History: Goes to history.html, Tourist Information: Goes to tourist.html

Hours/Directions: Goes to hours.html

Links: Each link goes to one of the following:

◦ San Francisco Museum (www.sfmuseum.org/assoc/bridge00.html)

◦ Geometry of Bridge Construction (www.faculty.fairfield.edu/jmac/rs/bridges.htm)

◦ Pictures of the Golden Gate Bridge (www.pcimagenetwork.com/golden/golden.htm)

Graphics files (all graphics specific to this page): ggate_logo.png and ggate_logo.gif.
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Name: _______________________________________________________ Date: ________________________

Site name:____________________________________________________

Page title: ____________________________________________________ Filename: ____________________

Wireframe (everything specific to this page; common navigation elements optional) 

Background color (name and/or hexadecimal value) ___________________________________________________

Heading texts (fonts, styles, borders, margins, alignment, padding, and colors) ______________________________

Body texts (fonts, styles, borders, margins, alignment, padding, and colors) ________________________________

Description (what happens on the screen, such as order of display, text, and animation steps)

Navigation (button or link names and destinations): ____________________________________________________

Graphics files (all graphics specific to this page) ______________________________________________________
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